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RED LION CHAMBERS 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING 

17.03.2022 
In attendance (all via Teams)

 Antony Shaw QC (‘ASQC’) 

 Gilly Jones QC (‘GJQC’) 

 Jane Bewsey QC (‘JBQC’) 

 Kate Bex QC (‘KBQC’)  

 Tom Forster QC (‘TFQC’)  

 Michelle Nelson QC (‘MNQC’) 

 Valerie Charbit (‘VC’)  

 Faye Rolfe (‘FR’)  

 Mark Bennett (‘MB’) 

 Cameron Brown (‘CBQC’) 

 Adam Wiseman QC (‘AWQC’) 

 David Claxton (‘DC’) 

 Emma Gargitter (‘EG’)

 

Apologies 

 Dan Robinson (‘DR’) 

 Chris Paxton QC (‘CPQC’) 

 Tom Payne  

 Riel Karmy-Jones QC (‘RKJQC’) 

 Jenni Dempster QC  

 

 

Agenda item/ 
Committee 

Presenter  Discussion  

Minutes from last 

meeting 

ASQC  Amendment needed to attendees: GCQC and DC were present last time. Otherwise approved. FAR to make 

amendment and get admin to upload new version.   

HOCs update GJQC  Written report spoken to, key items below. 
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 GDPR: some members have still not completed – constitution requires disciplinary action which we would 

prefer to avoid. 

 New internal training programme – widely considered a very good idea. Expressions of interest from 

members requested.  

 Memorial services: David Cocks 22 March Lincolns Inn, Georgia Lassoff 30 March Temple Church. 

 Refurb is under way with only a 4-week delay making completion due the 27 May. 

 Website being re-launched alongside 

 Desk allocation policy – see annex for details. TFQC’s preference is for there to be no policy. GCQC that was 

the original preference of the WPAR but following feedback from members we have proposed this hybrid. 

Vote. All but TFQC in favour of the desk policy. Approved. 

 There will be re-launch events including a Summer party on 16 June, and chambers annual dinner on 14 

October.  

 Recruitment – see later in minutes. 

 Many thanks to MGQC for his work as chair of ETC. Welcome to new co-heads.  

 No returns. VC: the CBA have calculated it amounts to £4k extra per barrister, a drop in the ocean which 

doesn’t address the issue. TFQC it is a hopeless offer from government. No returns is already happening 

practically with solicitors moving cases around to avoid disruption. All who speak are in support of the action. 

Acknowledge junior end will be most affected, and we will strive to support for juniors as possible.  

 Practising certificates: 24 March deadline if delegating payment of practicing certificate to chambers,  

 Item extra to the report: large number of complaints about lack of liaison between members when covering 

cases, resulting in needing to conduct extensive prep or not knowing what a hearing is about before 

attending. Particularly difficult for juniors. Its unprofessional and disrespectful. A reminder will be sent about 
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obligations to each other. It is the obligation of the person who holds the brief to contact the person covering it 

with a handover.  

 Please communicate to clerks if your trial has cracked/ you have finished early or are not sitting the next day 

to help them manage the diary.  

Chelmsford GCQC  Recruitment and getting practitioners to work in the Annexe is remains challenge, solutions being discussed. 

Tenancy 

Committee 

AWQC  Written report spoken to: February saw Joshua Ellis and Alex Benn accept offers of tenancy.  

 Barra McGrory QC accepted offer of Associate Tenant.  

 Hugh French of 2 Harcourt Buildings, 2004 call has accepted offer of tenancy. 

Administration 

and Staff 

JBQC  Written report 

 Attendance notes slow or non-existent from some members - must improve 

Finance TFQC   Written report spoken to, in summary: 

 £19.5 million in last financial year, compared to £15.8 last year. Translates to £2.6 million rental income. Fee 

income for non-Dobbs work has been consistent between 18-19 and 19-20 but then dropped for 20-21 by 

20% because of the pandemic. In 21-22 it has risen by 40%, and 14% more than the year before the 

pandemic. Conclude there has been a better-than recovery. Dobbs review work, in 21-22 makes a 30% 

contribution to turnover, down from 40% the year before.  

 Most aged debt was billed in the last 2 months. 

BDMC TFQC  Written report provides details, all practice groups busy 

 Financial crime group met last night, went very well. 

J6 FAR  All busy, some swamped, with both court work and various reviews. Support the strike. Reunion dinner on 

Friday to reconnect after pandemic and loss of a number of members in recent months. 

Website  KBQC  Website re-launch is underway. There is a decision to be made about how we want headshots to look. KBQC 

to look into whether it was possible to have black and white on the page that shows all the headshots 
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together but colour on the individual pages but ultimately the final decision would be left to the website 

committee. 

 Views welcome but final decision is for the committee.  

 Discussion around colour and backgrounds which KBQC will look into. 

ETC EG  Written report spoken to: pupils started in January and settling in well, advocacy training to start in April, with 

more ethics. 3 new supervisors trained. Applicants for pupillage slightly lower numbers than previous years 

but not greatly so. 

 We have expressions of interest from 2 probationary tenants. Discussion around length of tenancy and 

how they would slot into the advocacy training. Request for vote on how to run recruitment: rolling, fixed 

window, or hybrid (preferred by ETC and HoC). Hybrid option agreed upon. Advert to be drafted.  

Building Working 

Party  

GJQC  Included within HOC update 

GDPR  ASQC 

 
 Written report spoken to 

 A number of members still not completed the test - it is easy and relatively quick. 

Equality and 

Diversity 

MNQC  Anti-racist statement BSB wish us to have is being formulated. We are doing a lot of what is being asked 

already in chambers. Committee will come back with guidance on where we need to do more work. There is 

going to be work behind the statement in terms of statistical analysis. 

 Training: Bar council training is quite narrow. There are 4 organizations being spoken to for bespoke training - 

GMC is happy to delegate the choice of training provider to the committee. 

 MNQCs preference is for it to be ongoing training, but the model will be proposed by the provider. Some 

elements can be done online. 

Black Lives 

Matter 

MNQC  ELBA programme is up and running. Naomi Parsons recently did some advocacy training which was well 

attended. 
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 Shift 25 work also ongoing. 

Wellbeing VC  Written report 

 The £100 payment to All Rise is authorized. 

AOB  None  

 

  

 
 


